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Floor 





View all Floor Products
Natural Stone
Porcelain
Stone Crazy Paving
Stone Step Treads
Stepping Stones
Cobblestones
Stone Pebbles





Wall. 










Wall 





View all Wall Products
Organic
Modular
Vertical & Linear
Z Panel
Stone Capping
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Pool 





View all Pool Products
Australian Collection 23
Australian Collection 40
Coast Collection
Niebla Collection
Unicolour Collection
Concept & Luxe
From The Sea
From The Earth
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Furniture 





View all Furniture Products
Occasional Chairs
Sunbeds & Daybeds
Sofas
Dining Tables
Dining Chairs, Benches & Stools
Coffee, Side Tables & Trolleys
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View all Décor Products
Antique
Fibreglass
LANDARE
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View all Clean & Seal Products
Pre-Sealers
Sealers
Cleaners
Problem Solvers
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View all Install Products Products
Fixing Products
Pedestal Flooring
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1300 301 898













Hello, it looks like you are using an out of date browser. For the best experience, please consider upgrading to
Microsoft Edge,
Google Chrome, or
Firefox
























In collaboration with Three Birds Renovations, the 'urban farmhouse' transformation of co-founder Erin Cayless' family home has been unveiled and is now live!
Read More
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Floor.


Floor.

Floor is everything you need beneath your feet, with outdoor surface options across Natural Stone, Porcelain, Cobblestones and Crazy Pave.












Pool.




Floor.


Floor.

Floor is everything you need beneath your feet, with outdoor surface options across Natural Stone, Porcelain, Cobblestones and Crazy Pave.






Wall.


Wall.

Wall is an innovative range of walling solutions across organic, modular, vertical and linear designs, for enhanced interior and exterior wall finishes.











Wall.


Wall.

Wall is an innovative range of walling solutions across organic, modular, vertical and linear designs, for enhanced interior and exterior wall finishes.






Pool.


Pool.

Feeling refreshed is made easy with our selection of glass pool tiles, spanning from clear blue skies to intriguing inks.









Where beautiful exteriors and better living come together.

We believe that the perfect project starts with the perfect finish. Our range of carefully selected products is designed to enhance your life outside, helping you make the most of every moment now and long into the future.
Outdoor living has reached new heights of popularity, with more and more people appreciating the beauty of nature in their own backyard. Our range celebrates a life outside in comfort and style.
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Wall.


Wall.

Wall is an innovative range of walling solutions across organic, modular, vertical and linear designs, for enhanced interior and exterior wall finishes.






Pool.


Pool.

Feeling refreshed is made easy with our selection of glass pool tiles, spanning from clear blue skies to intriguing inks.











Furniture.


Furniture.

Sit back and relax with our high quality range of Sofas, Tables and Chairs made for the Australian outdoors.












Pool.


Pool.

Feeling refreshed is made easy with our selection of glass pool tiles, spanning from clear blue skies to intriguing inks.






Furniture.


Furniture.

Sit back and relax with our high quality range of Sofas, Tables and Chairs made for the Australian outdoors.









Let’s talk all things outdoors.

Beautiful designs and innovative products are what we love and what inspire us in celebrating a better life outside. We’re looking forward to connecting with you, talking all things outdoors and bringing your exciting concepts to life. Get in touch today, we can’t wait to meet you.
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Pool.


Pool.

Feeling refreshed is made easy with our selection of glass pool tiles, spanning from clear blue skies to intriguing inks.






Furniture.


Furniture.

Sit back and relax with our high quality range of Sofas, Tables and Chairs made for the Australian outdoors.












Clean & Seal.




Furniture.


Furniture.

Sit back and relax with our high quality range of Sofas, Tables and Chairs made for the Australian outdoors.






Décor.


Décor.

All the finishing touches right at your fingertips, from terracotta hand-made one-off pieces to impossibly lightweight and durable options.
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Décor.


Décor.

All the finishing touches right at your fingertips, from terracotta hand-made one-off pieces to impossibly lightweight and durable options.






Clean & Seal.


Clean & Seal.

When nothing is left to chances the results speak for themselves: maintain your surfaces in their optimal state with our solutions. 











Clean & Seal.


Clean & Seal.

When nothing is left to chances the results speak for themselves: maintain your surfaces in their optimal state with our solutions. 












Install Products.


Install Products.

From clever flooring solutions to the perfect adhesive, our fixing products are the final step to guarantee beautiful looking results.




















 


Who we are





About.

At Artisan Exterior our passion is to inspire people to live their best outdoor life in style by supplying innovative outdoor products.

We strive to enhance outdoor experiences and are constantly searching for ways to develop our range to further elevate the incredible industry that we are part of. We take inspiration from the talent surrounding us and strive to enhance your time outdoor as we believe that every minute spent outdoors should be enjoyed to the fullest.
We are passionate about making concepts a reality and, most importantly, we love what we do and we can’t wait to share it with you.





Testimonials.


Google Reviews:

Canberra
Sydney
Narellan
Brisbane
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The Team at Artisan Esterior - Smeaton Grange are excellent!!! Such an extensive range of quality products to suit all. Reece provided exceptional service, knowledge and professionalism throughout the whole selection/purchase/delivery process and experience. I would highly recommend Reece and the Artisan team as our preferred supplier of stone and porcelain products. Thank you for making a difficult job easy and enjoyable experience. The competition don’t even rate a comparison!!! Keep up the great work!!! Thank you again.


Sue Adams 
Narellan, NSW





Running a local landscaping company, it's important to create strong business relationships with your suppliers. With Artisan Exterior - Canberra I have been working with Steve for a few years now and find his efficiency and professionalism to be second to none. Getting the right stone for the right job has always been made easier through Steve and I will continue to work with him and Artisan Exterior for many years to come.


Will Connors 
Fyshwick, ACT





I have been working with Artisan Exterior for several months now and couldn't be happier. As a designer it really helps having good quality products to specify or even just to suggest to my clients, who are absolutely loving the whole experience because the showroom is amazing and service is too. This all explains why they have won Supplier of the Year 2 years in a row and will probably win it for many years to come.


J. Uk 
Sydney, NSW





Our experience at Artisan was terrific. The showroom is incredible and Clayton’s service was excellent. He made the process of selecting and purchasing our stone very simple. We wouldn’t go anywhere else now.


Belinda Lord 
Sydney, NSW





Artisan Exterior are a pleasure to deal with. In particular Diane was extremely helpful and informative while we were in the process of selecting wall cladding and limestone coping for our recent pool installation. There products are of a high quality so much so our tradesmen commenting the limestone coping was one of the best materials they have seen and used. Highly recommend Artisan Exterior to others.


John Filippidis 
Narellan, NSW





So amazing to work with Artisan Exterior on our new forecourt area. Monika was a dream to work with, so responsive, proactive and nothing was ever too difficult - she definitely went above and beyond my expectations. The finished product (pantera and valas natural stone) look beautiful and have received many positive comments from passers-by. I'm just trying to figure out what else I can pave out here so I can do this all again!


Leigh Hogan 
Brisbane, QLD





Had an incredible experience with Artisan Exterior Fyshwick. Predominantly dealt Julia, but also with Patrick. Amazing communication and patience with our project. Can’t recommend this team enough for any stone or tile product! Thank you!


Melissa Hendrie 
Fyshwick, ACT





John from Artisan Exterior in Brisbane was a wealth of information. As first time pool renovators, he guided us through the process of choosing and ordering our stone pool tiles. The new showroom is beautiful and inspiring and the service we received was outstanding.


Loren Fenton 
Brisbane, QLD
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Subscribe to our Newsletter
eNewsletter Signup

Stay up-to-date with our latest innovative products


eNewsletter Signup




Thank you for signing up.
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